SDSU Band/Orchestra Auditions
Fall 2020

PERCUSSION

Please prepare Snare Etude #3 AND Mallet Etude #12. If you do not have access to a mallet instrument, please prepare both Snare excerpts (no mallet excerpt will be necessary).

If possible, please prepare the Snare excerpts on a drum instead of practice pad.

1. Snare Drum
   a. Etude #3: Beginning to Rehearsal 4
   b. Etude #6: (play bracketed material) – ONLY if not preparing the mallet excerpt

2. Mallets
   a. Etude #12: Beginning to Letter B (no repeats)
Snare

Play from Beginning to Square 4

\[ \text{Vif. } \frac{\text{d}}{} = 138 \]

\[ \text{ff} \]

\[ \text{pp} \]

\[ \text{f} \]

\[ \text{mf} \]

\[ \text{p} \]

\[ \text{f} \]

\[ \text{p} \]

\[ \text{f} \]

\[ \text{f} \]

\[ \text{p} \]

\[ \text{f} \]
Play from A-B (NO REPEATS)
Please Hold 4 Mallets

ETUDE #12
Allegretto $j = 63$

Fine

cresc.

D.C. al Fine

cresc.